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Executive Summary

Multidistrict proceedings are supposed to enhance the fair and efficient litigation and resolution of large controversies. In theory, they concentrate multiple lawsuits involving the same subject before one court, and the court helps the parties streamline the litigation by, for example, entering pretrial orders that apply in every case, rather than having many different courts address the same issues over and over again.

Through the use of bellwether trials, these courts can help the parties obtain the information they need about the strength of the claims pool and thereby facilitate a more efficient resolution of all claims.

Unfortunately, multidistrict litigation (MDL) practice is not living up to the theory: MDL proceedings are morphing from a procedural device that is intended to create efficiencies in civil litigation (particularly pretrial discovery) into lawsuit magnets. This is, in large part, because plaintiffs’ counsel have increasingly been able to turn the chief virtue of MDL—the efficiencies gained from resolving pretrial matters in the aggregate—into a significant vice. Through aggressive advertising and highly sophisticated client recruitment strategies, plaintiffs’ counsel have been able to use the existence of multidistrict proceedings to attract claims of dubious merit. And because multidistrict proceedings by design have tended to prioritize global issues over individual ones, plaintiffs’ counsel have successfully warehoused meritless claims and shielded them from judicial scrutiny in a way they never could if all the cases were being tried individually.

“Through aggressive advertising and highly sophisticated client recruitment strategies, plaintiffs’ counsel have been able to use the existence of multidistrict proceedings to attract claims of dubious merit.”
This cynical strategy has produced one windfall after another for plaintiffs’ counsel. The filing of bogus claims inflates the size of multidistrict proceedings, which in turn lends baseless credence to allegations that, in reality, might pertain to only a small minority of all the claims filed. Plaintiffs’ counsel then tout the mass of claims as evidence that the presiding court could never hope to resolve them all, in an effort to spur the court into browbeating defendants to settle. Too often, these efforts succeed, producing settlements that include no robust mechanisms to ensure that baseless claims are disqualified from compensation. In the name of “efficiency,” defendants end up writing a bigger check than they would have if multidistrict proceedings had never been established, paying people to whom they would never have been found liable otherwise.

This result is not inevitable. Courts overseeing MDL proceedings can curb the incentives to amass bogus claims by adopting commonsense case management procedures and other measures that would streamline MDL and weed out frivolous claims in the early stages. Such measures include the expanded use of plaintiff fact sheets and *Lone Pine* orders that would require plaintiffs at the outset of litigation to satisfy a minimum evidentiary threshold before the parties proceed to expensive and burdensome discovery. In addition, MDL judges should require a percentage of randomly selected cases to undergo advanced discovery and dispositive *Daubert* and summary judgment motions. Those cases that do not survive the dispositive motions could give rise to orders to show cause as to why similar cases brought by the same plaintiffs’ counsel should not be dismissed. And those cases that withstand the dispositive pretrial motions would proceed to trial as bellwether cases, the outcome of which would have significant consequences for the broader MDL proceeding by educating the parties on the strengths and weaknesses of the claims at issue and informing settlement discussions. These requirements would keep the courthouse door open to mass tort claims that have some footing in fact, while at the same time restoring the efficiency that MDL proceedings are designed to promote and filtering out frivolous claims.

Part I of this paper addresses the aggressive and sometimes unscrupulous solicitation of clients by lawyers and outside groups—a practice that has increased the number of dubious lawsuit filings in MDL proceedings. Part II focuses on the frivolous (and sometimes fraudulent) nature of many lawsuits filed in MDL proceedings—a phenomenon caused, in large part, by the failure of plaintiffs’ counsel to adequately vet the cases they bring and the reluctance of some MDL judges to examine individual claims. Part III centers on the settlement pressure inherent in MDL proceedings, which has forced defendants to enter into settlements that do not account for the merits of individual claims. And Part IV lays out various case management and other meaningful proposals under which plaintiffs’ counsel would be barred from parking meritless lawsuits in MDL proceedings that waste the parties’ and the courts’ time and resources.
Aggressive Client Recruitment Fuels Meritless Lawsuits

The problem of meritless and even frivolous claims in multidistrict litigation begins with the tactics used to recruit those individuals asserting the claims. Over the years, plaintiffs’ attorneys have fashioned a variety of means to attract potential clients, none of which include significant filtering mechanisms to remove or deter meritless claims.

The most notorious of these tools have been the massive screening programs undertaken in silica and welding fume litigations, both of which resulted in the mass filing of meritless and even fraudulent claims, and forced defendants to spend enormous sums of money defending themselves against groundless allegations. In addition, lawyers are spending nearly $850 million per year advertising for clients in large-scale mass tort litigation. These efforts likewise contribute to the large numbers of meritless lawsuits that balloon MDL proceedings.

Mass medical screenings are generally organized by a consortium of plaintiffs’ lawyers at hotels and union halls, and have been used to generate massive numbers of plaintiffs in the context of silicosis, asbestos, fen-phen, and welding fume litigation. Working off a list of supposed diagnostic criteria, well-compensated doctors often diagnose hundreds of individuals a day with diseases they never knew they had, often in a matter of minutes. In the silica litigation, for example, 99% of the more than 9,000 plaintiffs involved in the litigation were diagnosed by the same nine doctors, and one of those doctors performed 1,239 diagnostic evaluations in 72 hours—an average of less than four minutes per evaluation. Needless to say, such medical screenings differ in several significant respects from the traditional medical model. Screenings “have no intended health benefit; they are conducted solely to obtain mass numbers of litigants and to generate mostly bogus medical records to support the claims.”

In other circumstances in which someone believes him- or herself to have been injured by a product, the normal course of action would be to visit a doctor, determine what’s wrong, and then, if something is indeed wrong, retain a lawyer. Medical screenings, by contrast, “discover” injuries in people who never saw any reason to
visit a doctor until they were encouraged to do so by a billboard or advertisement. Critically, with the prospect of a potential payout down the road, a would-be plaintiff who participates in screenings has a strong incentive to invent or imagine the symptoms that the doctors are looking for. And the physicians hired by the lawyers also have strong incentives to find that many people have been injured.

The reason some lawyers favor screenings over the traditional medical process is clear: they drive up the number of claimants in the MDL pool—without real regard to whether the claims have any merit.9 Indeed, one academic has “estimate[d] that approximately 1.5 million potential litigants have participated in these litigation screenings; that a comparative handful of litigation doctors have found that approximately 1 million of those screened had the requisite condition to confer a right of compensation; [and] that approximately 900,000 of these claims were based on medical reports that were … ‘manufactured for money[.]’”10

At the extremes, screenings can give rise to entire litigations that simply have no basis in reality. The silica litigation is one such example: That MDL proceeding encompassed thousands of lawsuits alleging that plaintiffs had been harmed by breathing in crystalline silica, a substance similar to sand, but smaller. “Because of silica’s widespread use, some plaintiffs’ lawyers viewed it as the source of the next big mass tort” after asbestos.11 But in the end, Judge Janis Graham Jack, who presided over the silica MDL proceeding, recommended that all but one of the 10,000 claims on the MDL docket should be dismissed on remand, because the diagnoses were fraudulently prepared.12

In a harshly written ruling finding litigation screening fraud, Judge Jack resolved that the “‘epidemic’ of some 10,000 cases of silicosis ‘is largely the result of misdiagnosis’” and that “the failure of the challenged doctors to observe the same standards for a ‘legal diagnosis’ as they do for a ‘medical diagnosis’ renders their diagnoses … inadmissible[.]”13 Judge Jack further declared that “it is apparent that truth and justice had very little to do with these diagnoses—otherwise more effort would have been devoted to ensuring they were accurate. Instead, these diagnoses were . . . manufactured for money.”14 As the court recognized, “the use of litigation screenings as an ‘entrepreneurial’ means of claim generation is a strategy that seeks ‘to inflate the number of Plaintiffs and claims in order to overwhelm the Defendants and the judicial system. This is apparently done in hopes of extracting mass nuisance-value settlements because [they] are financially incapable of examining the

“**At the extremes, screenings can give rise to entire litigations that simply have no basis in reality. The silica litigation is one such example.**"
merits of each individual claim in the usual manner.'" Judge Jack’s ruling prompted a congressional investigation into the dubious methods employed by lawyers and doctors to screen plaintiffs for silicosis. Unfortunately, the type of scrutiny placed on claims in the silica litigation is the exception—not the norm. “The abuses in MDL 1553 were brought to light as a result of a perfect storm of events. If not for the strategy adopted by defense counsel and Judge Jack’s leadership, ‘litigation based on abusive diagnostic practices might have continued.’”

The welding fume litigation further demonstrates how questionable recruitment practices have led to the filing of fraudulent claims in mass tort litigation. A group of plaintiffs’ lawyers got together in the early 2000s to sponsor medico-legal screenings of welders around the country. These attorneys ran ads on billboards, the Internet, and late-night TV, telling welders that they could be eligible for money if they had ever experienced any of a list of generic symptoms, including headaches, insomnia, erectile dysfunction, and tremors. The attorneys teamed up with a few neurologists, whom they paid up to $10,000 a day, to set up shop near welding worksites around the country to diagnose welders with an extraordinarily rare disease called manganism. By the time this screening process had wound its way through the country (focusing on the South), the attorneys had managed to drum up about 10,000 welders to file lawsuits in courts around the United States.

According to responses on forms that all federal court plaintiffs were required to complete, approximately 90% of all the plaintiffs claiming a diagnosis of manganism were diagnosed by a single neurologist after examinations that took as little as five minutes. And the overwhelming majority of those diagnosed with manganism never sought follow-up medical attention for their supposed illness.

"According to responses on forms that all federal court plaintiffs were required to complete, approximately 90% of all the plaintiffs claiming a diagnosis of manganism were diagnosed by a single neurologist after examinations that took as little as five minutes. And the overwhelming majority of those diagnosed with manganism never sought follow-up medical attention for their supposed illness."
As the litigation progressed, plaintiffs selected for trial several cases that came out of the screening process in which the individuals turned out to have lied in discovery or faked their symptoms.22 In one instance, surveillance revealed that a man who claimed to be completely disabled could in fact carry groceries, walk unassisted, and rake leaves.23 In August 2006, after several such cases were dismissed, the federal court overseeing the MDL proceeding issued a case management order establishing a “trial certification” process to be used in identifying MDL trial candidates going forward.24 The order required plaintiffs’ counsel to conduct a thorough review of their clients’ medical records in certain select cases. Following that review, plaintiffs’ counsel in each selected case were obligated to “(again) interview [their] client[s] carefully to obtain information bearing on whether pursuit of the case to trial might be unwarranted[.]”25 The court further instructed that each interview “must include an explanation to the client that making false statements under oath can carry substantial personal penalties[.]”26 Once that review and interview process was complete, plaintiffs had to either “certify” that they intended to proceed to trial in each case, dismiss the case, or move to withdraw as counsel.27

The August 2006 order made clear that this trial-certification process was intended to remedy the problem of plaintiffs dismissing cases “after all parties spent substantial amounts of time and money preparing to litigate” them.28 These requirements led to the dismissal of thousands of claims, but this success came at a tremendous cost. The mass dismissals did not occur until years into the litigation, after defendants had spent vast sums of money defending litigation that, from the outset, consisted almost entirely of frivolous claims.

Another reason MDL proceedings are ballooning out of control is that a “new crop of companies called lead generators, which refer clients to plaintiffs’ law firms, are fueling an increase in spending on advertising.”29 These companies engage in aggressive marketing and sell the names of potential claimants to plaintiffs’ counsel.30 “They provide the pipeline that connects claimants to lawyers—or vice versa.”31 Lead generator companies are large businesses, selling client referrals to lawyers for between $500 and $10,000 apiece.32 “Unlike attorneys, lead generation firms don’t have the same ethical constraints in targeting potential clients,” which is perhaps why their tactics have recently attracted closer scrutiny.33 The aggressive advertisements by these companies “are commonplace on television, often using trumped-up news headlines and listing a host of alarming side effects from using a product.”34 Indeed, one 2014 article noted that there have been approximately 67,000 personal injury or mass tort television spots broadcast every year.35 In addition to television marketing, lead generation companies also market through emails, text messages, and websites.36 And they don’t stop there. Lead generators go so far as to gather the names and personal data that consumers provide to websites and then directly contact them in the hopes that they will agree to commence litigation, even if they do not feel that they were aggrieved by the defendant in any way.37

To take one example from 2011, Missouri resident Linda Burke received a phone call from a woman named “Sarah.”38 “Burke didn’t know Sarah, but that didn’t stop the caller from asking some exceptionally
personal questions,” including whether “anyone in the Burke household died after taking a diabetes drug called Avandia.” At the time of the call, GlaxoSmithKline was facing an avalanche of lawsuits alleging that the drug caused an increased risk of heart attack. “Burke and scores of other Missouri residents wanted no part of the Avandia litigation, court records show,” but that didn’t stop these lead-generation companies from aggressively promoting litigation.

In sum, plaintiffs’ lawyers and lead generation companies have joined forces in recent years to capitalize on the establishment of MDL proceedings. From fraudulent medical screening to unscrupulous solicitation of potential claimants, these tactics have led to an increased number of lawsuits filed in MDL proceedings—the overwhelming majority of which often lack any merit.

“One 2014 article noted that there have been approximately 67,000 personal injury or mass tort television spots broadcast every year. In addition to television marketing, lead generation companies also market through emails, text messages, and websites.”
MDL Proceedings Are Riddled With Inadequately Vetted Theories Or Cases

Medical screenings and lead generation are particularly problematic because plaintiffs’ attorneys have very little incentive to examine the merits of the claims they generate, at least not at the outset of litigation. After all, the more cases an attorney files, the more likely he or she is to get a significant payout in the event of settlement. Further, “[b]ecause highly coveted leadership positions are appointed, in part, based upon the size of counsel’s inventory, plaintiffs’ counsel seeking these positions have an incentive to build as large an inventory as possible, which may lead a handful of bad actors to willfully fail to investigate.” Moreover, there is essentially no “gatekeeping” hurdle that a case must pass in order to join a mass of cases pending in multidistrict proceedings.

Plaintiffs’ lawyers do little work on the vast majority of their cases and are rarely called upon to demonstrate that such cases have any merit. As a result, defendants are forced to “spend gargantuan sums to defend and, in some cases, settle” litigation that includes a significant number of meritless lawsuits. Indeed, as the silica litigation makes clear, entire litigations can get off the ground even though no substantial evidence exists to support the plaintiffs’ central scientific theory.

Despite “the uncovering of fraudulent diagnostic procedures in [the silica MDL],” “there are no guarantees that similar practices would be uncovered in the future.” As a RAND Corporation report explains, “[p]laintiffs can attempt to overwhelm defendants with claims to force defendants to settle with little attention paid to the merits of the claims. It can be extremely costly for defendants to investigate the merits of a substantial proportion of the claims, and some may conclude that it is cheaper, at least in the
short run, to settle.”46 Indeed, in addition to the silica and welding fume MDLs already detailed above, there are many other examples of MDL proceedings in which entire litigations had no basis in science or many—if not all—of the lawsuits were not properly investigated before filing and ultimately turned out to be illegitimate.

Litigations involving the drug Bendectin, silicone gel breast implants, and the drug Digitek are prime examples of MDL proceedings in which the entire litigation was severely flawed. The dubious scientific theories underpinning these litigations were ultimately uncovered, but not until after years of expensive litigation, burdensome discovery, and, in one case, bankruptcy. Had plaintiffs’ attorneys more carefully scrutinized the claims at issue in these MDL proceedings at the outset, such litigations might never have gotten off the ground.

**Bendectin Litigation**

In 1983, Bendectin, a drug used to treat morning sickness in pregnant women, was taken off the market by its manufacturer, Merrell Dow, after several suits were filed alleging that the drug caused birth defects in babies whose mothers had used the drug. Plaintiffs’ lawyers brought suit despite a finding by a Federal Drug Administration (FDA) panel of experts that there was no evidence that Bendectin caused birth defects. “With a few animal studies, some adverse event reports, and aggressive marketing [the lawyers] were able to generate approximately 1,700 clients. They were not, however, able to recover damages for any of their ‘inventory.’”47 Although Merrell Dow ultimately “‘won pretty much everything,’ it ‘probably spent upward of $100 million for its vindication’” in debunking the junk science advanced in the Bendectin litigation.48

**Silicone Gel Breast Implant Litigation**

Lawsuits “filed against breast implant manufacturers are one of the most well-known examples of frivolous litigation. Despite the fact that there was no scientific evidence in support of the claim that silicone breast implants increased an individual’s risk for developing cancer, suits based on these claims ended up driving Dow Corning, a Fortune 500 business, into bankruptcy.”49 The genesis of the breast
implant MDL was the FDA’s decision to ban silicone gel implants for cosmetic purposes, which generated a media frenzy and prompted a slew of lawsuits against Dow Corning and other manufacturers. The Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation established an MDL proceeding, resulting in the consolidation of over 21,000 cases in the Northern District of Alabama. The manufacturers ultimately settled all the cases for more than $4 billion, but the settlement collapsed when an unexpectedly large number of women participated in the settlement.

“At the time of these events, plaintiffs lacked credible scientific support for their medical theories,” but “Dow Corning sought the settlement to avoid the potentially crippling liability of class and individual litigation.” Notably, the parties produced 10 million pages of documents, and there were approximately 225 depositions in the litigation, representing significant costs for the parties. “[T]he breast implant multidistrict litigation] provides a good illustration of how frivolous lawsuits…can lead to large settlements and of the need to have a review of the merits at an early enough stage to detect cases that lack sufficient foundation to go forward.”

**Digitek Products Liability Litigation**

In this litigation, plaintiffs alleged personal injuries and death after using allegedly oversized heart drug pills that contained twice the appropriate amount of digoxin, the drug’s active ingredient. The parties proceeded to engage in “expensive discovery and [the defendants entered into] nuisance-value settlements with most of the plaintiffs,” even though there was no evidence that even a single oversized digoxin tablet had reached the market.” After plaintiffs in two cases opted out of the global settlement, defendants moved for summary judgment. The MDL judge found that testimony from experts in the broader MDL did not support the individual plaintiffs’ claims and also agreed to exclude all experts in the two remaining individual cases, finding that they lacked relevant experience. The court concluded that there was a “missing link” pervading all of the lawsuits in the MDL—namely, the lack of evidence regarding defect and causation. In so doing, the court emphasized the “very perplexing fact” that some plaintiffs had large supplies of unused Digitek tablets that they refused to test, as well as the fact that an investigation of pills at Digitek’s manufacturing plant uncovered only 20 total defective pills out of millions of tablets—about 0.0004% of a batch.

‘At the time of these events, plaintiffs lacked credible scientific support for their medical theories,’ but ‘Dow Corning sought the settlement to avoid the potentially crippling liability of class and individual litigation.’”
There is also clear evidence that many individual claims in MDL proceedings are not properly investigated before filing—even when the issues of junk science are not at play.

The cases summarized above are examples of MDL proceedings in which the overall litigation was based on questionable science but in which that fact was not uncovered until years of needless and expensive litigation. There is also clear evidence that many individual claims in MDL proceedings are not properly investigated before filing—even when the issues of junk science are not at play. These are claims “that, when investigated, reveal that the individual has no cause of action—for example, the plaintiff never took the drug that is the subject of the MDL, which she is alleging caused her injury.” The presence of these meritless lawsuits in MDL proceedings is attributable to plaintiffs’ counsel, who “do not exercise diligence on the front end to catch those individuals [who] are seeking to file false claims.” This lack of diligence should come as no surprise. As one professor succinctly explained, plaintiffs’ lawyers have an incentive to file claims without investigating their merit because “[t]he lawyer knows that it is costly to determine whether any given victim is fraudulent. He knows that it would not be rational, given the cost of checking, to examine every victim in the class to determine validity.”

False claims comprised a large segment of lawsuits in the multidistrict litigation involving the prescription painkiller Vioxx, which plaintiffs alleged caused heart attacks and strokes. After losing a verdict in the first case to go to trial, Merck, the manufacturer, won most of the remaining jury trials, prompting the parties to negotiate a global resolution of the personal-injury claims. The parties reached an unprecedented $4.85 billion settlement that required each individual or estate seeking payment to satisfy three basic “gate” requirements: (1) that he or she had a qualifying injury—i.e., a heart attack, an ischemic stroke, or sudden cardiac death; (2) that he or she used a minimum amount of Vioxx; and (3) that he or she took Vioxx within a proximate time of the alleged medical event. However, 9,888, or 32.4%, of the heart attack claimants were unable to satisfy these rudimentary requirements, while 5,399, or 31.2%, of the ischemic stroke claimants failed to provide documentation of these requirements. All told, 15,287 plaintiffs could not demonstrate the basic facts necessary to recover: that they had an injury; that they took at least 30 Vioxx pills; and/or that they took the drug within close proximity to the date of injury.
The fact that nearly one-third of claimants failed to satisfy these most basic requirements strongly suggests that there were many unfounded claims in the Vioxx MDL proceeding. These claims were most likely not properly vetted before they were filed. And because there were no procedures in place requiring plaintiffs to come forward with basic medical evidence of injury and causation until years into the litigation, these groundless claims were able to languish in the MDL proceeding for years, while the parties produced over 54 million pages in discovery and conducted over 1,800 depositions. Moreover, the presence of these “spurious” claims likely inflated the value of the global settlement.

“Because there were no procedures in place requiring plaintiffs to come forward with basic medical evidence of injury and causation until years into the litigation, these groundless claims were able to languish in the MDL proceeding for years, while the parties produced over 54 million pages in discovery and conducted over 1,800 depositions.”
Excessive Focus on Settlement Prospects Often Distorts the Value of Plaintiffs’ Claims

Some commentators have expressed concern that plaintiffs have succeeded in deflecting early attention from the merits of pending claims in MDL proceedings by emphasizing settlement and procedural matters, particularly defense discovery.\(^7\)

As one commentator has noted, plaintiffs’ attorneys have successfully leveraged the large mass of claims pending in MDL proceedings to persuade some presiding courts that the claims must have merit and therefore that the courts’ role is to “get ... the parties to a claims process—a settlement—as quickly as possible.”\(^7\) This settlement pressure “exists independently of the value of the claims at issue.”\(^7\) Because the mere mass of thousands of cases pending on a court’s docket may itself seem imposing, plaintiffs’ counsel have had success in persuading some MDL courts that sorting out the meritless claims would prove to be an impossible task.\(^7\)

The press to settle is enhanced by institutional pressures. Settlement in the MDL context usually offers the transferee judge an opportunity to resolve multiple cases at the same time.\(^7\) Any cases that are not settled or resolved through pretrial motion practice will have to be remanded to their transferor courts for trial. “The potential remand creates a further incentive to be perceived as the hero who resolved the disputes rather than the ineffectual colleague whose inability to achieve a

“Plaintiffs’ attorneys have successfully leveraged the large mass of claims pending in MDL proceedings to persuade some presiding courts that the claims must have merit.”
settlement left her fellow trial judges with the task of trying each case individually. “76 In addition, transferee judges often “campaign” for MDL assignments because they involve interesting facts, media scrutiny, and highly talented attorneys. 77 The Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation generally views quick settlements of complex cases very favorably and tends to reward judges who shepherd such agreements to fruition with new “plum” MDL assignments.78

As a result of these pressures, it is hardly surprising that settlement has taken the front seat in a number of MDL litigations.79 Paradoxically, however, pressuring defendants to settle without digging into the merits of a case is at odds with the goal of obtaining final resolution of mass tort litigation, because many defendants will not seriously consider settlement until meritless claims are weeded out.80 Thus, it is critical for MDL courts to find efficient and effective ways to dig into the merits of the litigation as a whole and also to scrutinize individual cases and determine their legitimacy.

“**It is critical for MDL courts to find efficient and effective ways to dig into the merits of the litigation as a whole and also to scrutinize individual cases and determine their legitimacy.**"
MDL Courts Should Employ Best Practices to Streamline Multidistrict Litigation and Weed Out Frivolous Lawsuits

“An MDL proceeding should not be viewed as a place to ‘warehouse’ cases indefinitely.”81 Instead, MDL courts can promote fairer and faster resolutions of mass tort proceedings by adopting commonsense best practices that streamline the litigation and weed out unfounded claims. These measures include notices of diagnosis, plaintiff fact sheets, medical authorizations, and *Lone Pine* orders, all of which should be implemented at the beginning of an MDL proceeding and strictly enforced by the MDL judge. Such tools would impose a minimal but meaningful price of admission for plaintiffs’ lawyers seeking to reap the ultimate benefit of participating in an MDL proceeding.

In addition to fact sheets, medical authorizations, and *Lone Pine* orders, MDL courts should consider phased or sequenced discovery, as well as random selection of cases for dispositive pretrial briefing, including *Daubert* motions and motions for summary judgment. These measures would ensure that the individual claims at issue in an MDL proceeding are carefully considered before the parties rush to settlement or spend large sums of money trying cases.

**Notices of Diagnosis**

The most logical starting point for sensible MDL case management is an “up front” requirement of notices of diagnosis—i.e., documentation by a physician that he or she has seen the plaintiff and has determined that the alleged injury appears to be related to the cause alleged in the complaint. In the welding fume MDL proceeding, for example, Judge Kathleen O’Malley implemented a simple
mechanism for identifying and excluding weak cases by requiring plaintiffs to submit notices of diagnosis. Judge O’Malley entered a case management order requiring each plaintiff to provide a Notice of Diagnosis certifying that a licensed medical doctor had examined the plaintiff and diagnosed a manganese-induced neurological disorder. This requirement led to the dismissal of about 25% of the pending claims. Imposing such a requirement at the start of an MDL proceeding would provide a much better understanding to the court and the parties of the actual merit and size of the litigation.

More often than not, “plaintiffs’ attorneys do not provide a physician’s diagnosis until discovery, and, if the case settles, a diagnosis may never be provided.” Further, “[d]efense efforts to obtain diagnostic information can be time consuming and costly.” Requiring plaintiffs to disclose their diagnosis “up front,” along with the identity of the diagnosing physician and relevant medical records, would “help ensure adherence to defensible diagnostic practices and allow defendants to more rapidly evaluate [individual] claims.” Disclosure of the diagnosing physician’s identity at the outset of litigation is also important because it “would make that person subject to deposition and prevent plaintiffs from broadly shielding all of their experts from deposition ‘by arguing that [a particular] expert is a consulting expert and would not testify in a particular case.’” Notably, the requirement to submit a notice of diagnosis would not be burdensome for plaintiffs, who presumably have some kind of medical diagnosis before bringing suit. Indeed, obtaining some type of medical diagnosis before commencing litigation is arguably already required by Rule 11, which requires litigants to certify that their claims are not frivolous. Further, plaintiffs should expect to produce this information by putting their health at issue (as they clearly would have to do in an individual lawsuit outside the MDL context).

Plaintiff Fact Sheets and Medical and Employment Records

In addition to notices of diagnosis, MDL judges should require plaintiff fact sheets and (in the case of personal injury or employment cases) the collection of medical and employment records. Fact sheets are “court-approved standardized forms that seek basic information about plaintiffs’ claims—for example, when and why the plaintiff used the product at issue and what injury did the plaintiff sustain as a result of using the product.”

“Notably, the requirement to submit a notice of diagnosis would not be burdensome for plaintiffs, who presumably have some kind of medical diagnosis before bringing suit. Indeed, obtaining some type of medical diagnosis before commencing litigation is arguably already required by Rule 11, which requires litigants to certify that their claims are not frivolous.”
Standardized fact sheets should not be a controversial matter; they spare defendants the cost of adapting hundreds—or perhaps thousands—of interrogatories to individual plaintiffs while affording plaintiffs’ counsel an easy and inexpensive opportunity to satisfy initial discovery obligations.89 These sheets “can have a deterrent impact that counterbalances the structural incentives toward the inclusion of weaker claims by some [plaintiffs’] counsel.”90

Plaintiff fact sheets have become standard in multidistrict litigation,91 but fact sheets are useful only if they are completed accurately, honestly, and on time. To that end, MDL courts should enforce time limitations for submitting fact sheets and mandate that they be completed accurately.92 “[T]he transferee judge [should] clearly specify the sanctions that will be imposed should counsel submit erroneous or incomplete sheets.”93 After all, “[a]bsent the imposition of specific and substantial sanctions from the court, the structure of the MDL does not itself impose a significant check upon the veracity of fact sheets.”94

“MDL courts should enforce time limitations for submitting fact sheets and mandate that they be completed accurately.”

In addition to requiring fact sheets, MDL courts should also grant defendants access to plaintiffs’ medical and employment histories. Authorizations for collection of medical and employment records can shed light on individual mass tort claims early in the litigation. Defendants can then use this information to verify plaintiffs’ fact sheet responses and investigate causation issues and contributory negligence defenses.95

In the diet drugs MDL, for example, the court not only required the completion of plaintiff fact sheets but also required plaintiffs to provide a “list of medical providers and authorizations.”96 The list required the disclosure of the plaintiff’s current family physician; his or her primary care physicians for the past 20 years; each cardiologist, pulmonary physician, and/or heart, lung or chest surgeon who had ever treated the plaintiff; and, inter alia, each hospital where he or she received inpatient treatment during the past 10 years.97 Each plaintiff had to sign an authorization allowing his or her doctors “to furnish copies of all medical records, reports, radiographic films, prescription records, echocardiographic recordings, written statements, employment records, wage records, disability records, medical bills, and other documents in [their] possession concerning” the plaintiff.98 While these types of authorizations are becoming increasingly common in MDL proceedings, MDL judges should be more aggressive in sanctioning plaintiffs for failure to comply with these most basic disclosure requirements, including dismissing cases where plaintiffs drag their feet.99

Lone Pine Orders

Transferee judges should also consider the entry of Lone Pine orders requiring all plaintiffs to submit an affidavit from an independent physician to support their theory of injury and causation.100 “The basic purpose of a Lone Pine order is to identify and cull potentially meritless claims and streamline litigation in complex cases
involving numerous claimants[.]”  

Such an order “can drastically alter the landscape of the litigation by forcing dismissal of numerous fraudulent or unsupported claims.” Lone Pine orders are increasingly being employed in MDL proceedings to ensure a good-faith basis for plaintiffs’ claims before requiring the parties to engage in more complex, cumbersome discovery.

While these orders undoubtedly have the potential to weed out baseless claims, MDL courts should consider using them earlier in litigation to maximize their value. For example, the MDL court in the Vioxx litigation entered a Lone Pine order after there had been six federal bellwether trials and while the parties were negotiating the global settlement. The Lone Pine order applied to nonsettling plaintiffs and succeeded in trimming down the remaining mass of cases after the settlement was complete. Nevertheless, the fact that nearly a third of claimants enrolled in the master settlement agreement could not satisfy the basic “gate” requirements demonstrates that spurious claims permeated the Vioxx MDL proceeding at the time of settlement. These meritless cases probably could have been culled out prior to settlement by earlier use of Lone Pine orders.

Similarly, in the Fosamax MDL proceeding in the Southern District of New York, the court issued a Lone Pine order two and a half years after Merck first moved for such an order. The court concluded that experience had shown that the time for the order had come, noting that “more than 50% of the cases set for trial had been dismissed, and some 31% of cases that had been selected for discovery had been dismissed.” According to the court, “[p]laintiffs’ habit of dismissing cases after both parties have expended time and money on case-specific discovery demonstrates that this MDL is ripe for a Lone Pine order.” “In short, [the court] had become skeptical about the bona fides of plaintiffs’ claims and the candor of the plaintiff’s steering committee.” Based on counsel’s pattern of behavior, the MDL court had “reason to believe that spurious or meritless cases [were] lurking in the some 1,000 cases on the MDL docket.”

Here, too, earlier implementation of Lone Pine requirements might have culled out meritless cases sooner and potentially...
eliminated the waste resulting from working cases up for trial only to have plaintiffs’ counsel dismiss them.

The lesson to be gleaned from prior MDL proceedings is that *Lone Pine* orders should not be viewed as a sort of sanction for bad or wasteful litigation conduct. The issue is not necessarily counsel misconduct or candor, but rather the lack of incentive on the part of plaintiffs’ lawyers in mass tort litigation to investigate each one of the cases in their inventories on the front end. MDL courts should recognize this disincentive as inherent in the structure of multidistrict litigation and embrace *Lone Pine* orders early as one means of mitigating the problems caused by a systemic issue.

> **MDL judges possess the authority to issue prediscovery *Lone Pine* orders and should exercise that authority at the outset of litigation to weed out meritless claims before the parties proceed to expensive and time-consuming discovery.**

Although some courts have concluded that *Lone Pine* and other similar case management orders constitute a “premature” summary-judgment type requirement prior to the close of discovery, the Fifth Circuit has recognized that these orders are an effective tool for dealing with litigation that typically accompanies a mass tort. Indeed, that court explained that a *Lone Pine* order is merely an extension of the requirements of Rule 11—i.e., that the basic allegations underlying any claim must be investigated and verified before the suit is ever filed. In short, MDL judges possess the authority to issue prediscovery *Lone Pine* orders and should exercise that authority at the outset of litigation to weed out meritless claims before the parties proceed to expensive and time-consuming discovery.

In sum, expanding the use of notices of diagnosis, fact sheets, and *Lone Pine* orders at the outset of litigation—and imposing stringent sanctions for the failure to comply with such disclosure requirements—would go a long way toward weeding out baseless claims and conserving the parties’ and the courts’ time and money.

**Advanced Discovery, Show-Cause Orders, and Bellwether Trials**

**ADVANCED DISCOVERY**

Another tool for streamlining multidistrict litigation is requiring a full case work-up for trial with respect to a representative sample of randomly selected cases. A certain percentage—e.g., 2% or 3%—of all cases in the MDL proceeding should be randomly selected for intensive discovery, the results of which would be used for dispositive pretrial *Daubert* and summary judgment motions. MDL judges have the authority to rule on dispositive pretrial motions, and as a Federal Judicial Center paper makes clear, such rulings can serve as a “‘yardstick’” for rulings in other cases on remand. Indeed, MDL courts can use show-cause orders to help clear their dockets of frivolous claims even before remand, as a number of courts have done to great effect in multidistrict litigation.
Daubert rulings offer one means of shutting down large numbers of cases—or even an entire litigation—where the science is tentative or lacking.116 As previously discussed, in the silica MDL, which encompassed over 10,000 plaintiffs, Judge Jack determined that the substantial number of diagnoses in the sprawling litigation “def[ied] medical knowledge and logic,”117 and found the diagnoses of the diagnosing physicians to be “fatally unreliable.”118 While the court ultimately concluded that it had subject matter jurisdiction over only one of the cases, the court issued extensive findings regarding the admissibility of the challenged physicians’ testimony in the broader litigation.119 “Had the court found that it had subject-matter jurisdiction with respect to the other cases before it, exclusion of the plaintiffs’ doctors—as would have been likely, given the court’s view of the case—would have sounded the death knell for the lawsuits.”120 Indeed, Judge Jack’s scathing findings regarding the dubious nature of the diagnoses in the MDL proceeding clearly “affected the viability of the plaintiffs’ actions,” as, in a matter of months, more than half of the lawsuits remanded were voluntarily dismissed by the plaintiffs’ firms that had filed them.121

Like Daubert rulings, summary judgment decisions are another important tool for effective case management in an MDL proceeding. In addition to weeding out unmeritorious cases and entire causes of action, summary judgment decisions can excise certain issues from the broader MDL proceeding. Specifically, the rule governing summary judgment states that “[a] party may move for summary judgment, identifying each claim or defense—or the part of each claim or defense—on which summary judgment is sought.”122 “The upshot for complex cases is that the transferee court can resolve individual issues within a cause of action that have been coordinated under the MDL statute by granting an appropriate summary judgment motion.”123 For example, in the MDL proceeding stemming from an airplane crash in Taiwan, the MDL court determined that the Warsaw Convention applied to most of the cases asserted against Singapore Airlines.124 The MDL judge held that all punitive damages claims against Singapore Airlines failed as a matter of law under the Warsaw Convention.125 “By eliminating this facet of the claim, the federal court effectively whittled down the complex action piece by piece into a more manageable form.”126

SHOW-CAUSE ORDERS

In the event the defendant prevails on an early Daubert or dispositive motion, the MDL judge should consider issuing an order to show cause why other cases presenting similar issues should not be dismissed. The order would afford the plaintiffs an opportunity to come forward with evidence that their cases differ in some material respect from the dismissed case, while simultaneously paving the way to expeditious resolution of their cases. The usefulness of dispositive show-cause orders in MDL proceedings was
recently on full display in the Fosamax MDL proceeding. The plaintiffs in that litigation asserted a variety of warning-based claims arising out of allegations that Fosamax causes atypical femur fractures. After a jury verdict in favor of Merck was returned in a bellwether trial, Judge Pisano nonetheless addressed the issue of preemption and ruled as a matter of law that the claims of the bellwether plaintiffs were preempted “because [d]efendant submitted to the FDA all of the information relevant to a label change and tried to change the Precautions section of the label to include low-energy femoral fractures, but the FDA rejected this change.” Because “the parties ha[d] been aware of the potential global effects preemption could have on the entire MDL for at least two … years,” Judge Pisano issued an order to show cause why other plaintiffs’ cases presenting similar facts with respect to the preemption issue should not be dismissed under the reasoning of the court’s ruling in the bellwether case. Finding that those plaintiffs failed to come forward with any evidence that the FDA would not have rejected a stronger warning by Merck prior to September 2010, the court dismissed the claims of all plaintiffs with injuries that occurred prior to September 2010. While the court’s decision has been appealed to the Third Circuit, it can serve as a useful judicial template for using show-cause orders to dispose of meritless cases.

**BELLWETHER TRIALS**

After addressing summary judgment and Daubert motions, and any related show-cause rulings, the MDL court would then conduct a bellwether trial, the outcome of which would help inform the direction of the broader MDL. “Bellwether cases … are representatives selected from the ‘flock’ of cases consolidated in front of the transferee court and tried front-to-back.” Bellwether trials play a critical role in resolving mass torts by showing the strengths and weaknesses of the various kinds of claims in the broader pool and by informing settlement negotiations. As recognized by the *Manual for Complex Litigation*, the purpose of bellwether trials is to ‘produce a sufficient number of representative verdicts’ to ‘enable the parties and the court to determine the nature and strength of the claims, whether they can be fairly developed and litigated on a group basis, and what range of value the cases may have if resolution is attempted on a group basis.’ Accordingly, it is critical that bellwether trial plaintiffs be as representative as possible of the entire claimant pool.

The selection process for bellwether trials varies, with some courts choosing a random sample of cases and others leaving the case selection to counsel. However, random selection from the entire case pool is the fairest and most efficient method.

“In addition to weeding out unmeritorious cases and entire causes of action, summary judgment decisions can excise certain issues from the broader MDL proceeding.”
Bellwether trials play a critical role in resolving mass torts by showing the strengths and weaknesses of the various kinds of claims in the broader pool and by informing settlement negotiations.

for ensuring that representative cases are chosen. After all, if the selection process were left to the lawyers, plaintiffs’ counsel would undoubtedly choose their strongest cases, which are hardly representative of the overall claimant pool. As such, random selection should govern the choice of those cases that undergo advanced discovery, dispositive pretrial briefing, and, ultimately (if necessary), bellwether trials. In addition to yielding the most representative cases of the overall MDL claim pool, random selection also helps to separate potentially meritorious cases from meritless or fraudulent ones early on in the MDL proceeding. If plaintiffs’ counsel discover that a bellwether selection lacks merit, counsel should promptly dismiss the case, but early and aggressive use of fact sheets, Lone Pine orders, and other case management tools should minimize the need for such dismissals. Courts should recognize that routine dismissals of bellwether selections signal that not enough has been done to weed out frivolous cases, and give strong consideration to the adoption of additional measures to clean up the claims pool.

Attorneys’ Fees

“Over the long history of MDLs, judges have awarded lead attorneys billions of dollars in fees and cost reimbursements.” The supposed hallmark of multidistrict litigation is the efficiency gained from coordinating overlapping cases before a single judge for pretrial matters. Nonetheless, when it comes time to settle, plaintiffs’ counsel often seek contingency payments in the same 33%-40% range that they would typically obtain in an individual action outside the MDL context. Such substantial awards make no sense. If litigating a matter in an MDL proceeding is truly more efficient, the cost for doing so on a per-case basis (and therefore the amount of the contingency fee to be paid) should be considerably less than 33%, perhaps 10% or some other percentage that reflects the supposed efficiencies of mass torts. Adopting this more modest approach to attorneys’ fees would maximize the benefits realized by the settling plaintiffs and ensure that plaintiffs’ counsel do not receive a windfall.
Conclusion

More and more mass torts are being litigated in MDL proceedings. MDLs are designed to maximize efficiency and judicial economy by centralizing overlapping cases before a single court for pretrial proceedings. But while MDL proceedings play important roles in attempting to foster fair resolutions of mass tort claims, these proceedings are increasingly being exploited by plaintiffs’ counsel who park meritless, poorly investigated lawsuits into these proceedings in the hopes that defendants will enter into a global settlement without assessing the viability of the individual claims at issue.

This conduct takes advantage of the structure of MDLs and the general approach to their administration, and as a result, plaintiffs are able to avoid the exchange of information required of plaintiffs at the early stages in non-MDL cases.

To close this loophole, MDL courts should consider employing a broad array of tools to require plaintiffs to make earlier and more substantive contributions in MDL proceedings. Plaintiffs in MDL proceedings should be required to complete fact sheets, provide some sort of Lone Pine proof of injury and causation, and submit copies of medical records as the price of admission in the MDL proceeding. In addition, MDL courts should randomly select a representative sample of cases for advanced discovery, dispositive pretrial motion practice, and, ultimately (if necessary), bellwether trials. These requirements would shift the focus of multidistrict litigation to the merits of the individual claims at issue, ensuring that MDL proceedings are no longer havens for meritless claims and promoting the fair and efficient resolution of the broader litigation.
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